
RS11 is the world's first USB-rechargeable 
flashlight with magnetic connection 
    

XT10 is the world's first dual-button 
tail switch flashlight

MiX6 is the world's smallest, brightest, 
multi-output AAA flashlight

Ergonomic and Innovative Design

About

KLARUS LIGHTING TECHNOLOGY CO., LIMITED is a leading manufacturer of state-of-the-art illumination tools, 

which have been designed to meet the extreme demands of Law Enforcement and the Military, but sensibly priced 

for general outdoor use.   

Located in Shenzhen, Guangdong, China, KLARUS is comprised of a highly experienced R&D team and some of the 

brightest and most creative designers and engineers in the industry. With such a strong team of innovators, 

KLARUS has quickly become a leader in regulated circuit efficiency technology.  You can expect a KLARUS 

flashlight to be extremely durable and reliable, with an ability to excel in all weather conditions. Every KLARUS 

flashlight is innovative, precision-machined and uses KLARUS’s own regulated circuits to ensure optimum 

performance and efficiency – delivering a balance of high brightness and long run time.   

XT20 is the first dual head, super powerful 
tactical flashlight

RS20, 3-in-1 flashlight, lantern & bike light with 
long throw beam & diffused flood

XTQ1, KLARUS first  tactical flashlightultra-quiet

ED10 is the world's first dual-button, 
multi-mode remote pressure switch



USB Magnetic FAST Connection Rechargeable 
Flashlight with Dual Tactical Switch

USB Magnetic FAST Connection Rechargeable 
Flashlight with Dual Tactical Switch

Li-ion Battery 
Included

+
-

XT12 930 LM

Wide contact face designed 
for Mode Switch, convenient 

to operate 

Primary Switch
Mode Switch

Straight 2 Strobe whether the 
flashlight is ON or OFF

On-off Switch for instant 
bright light 

Red for charging Green for completed

THREE COLOUR OPTIONS IN ONE LONG-RANGE, 
ADJUSTABLE BEAM HUNTING FLASHLIGHT

THREE COLOUR OPTIONS IN ONE LONG-RANGE, 
ADJUSTABLE BEAM HUNTING FLASHLIGHT

FH10 700 LM

RED light WHITE light GREEN light

225m 500m 345m
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